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The innovative wall-mounted
water cooler system



Filter Kit UV 16W lamp in-line UV outUV 16W lamp in-line Anti leakage
A UV light at end of every tap. 
As demonstrated by numerous studies,
UV light acts as a strong steriliser
therefore preventing the growth
of bacteria.

All models in the Fizz range
supply sparkling water.

Natural gas with totally natural
refrigerants (HC) such as R290.

Made entirely of stainless steel
and anodized aluminium
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Water cooler

280 plus

from 7 to 15 “Wall”

Wall

from 16 to 25 “Wall”
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Carbonator Browl

2

1

Recirculation pump

1

800 mt.

Max Piping

800 mt.

Maximum vertical height

45 mt. (6 floors)

45 mt. (6 floors)

with 2 push buttons

Amazing performance, elegant steel minimalistic design, space saving, safe, hygienic and totally silent,
with zero impact on global warming... There are so many ways to describe BluLink.
Simply brilliant, a centralized unit serving multiple drinking stations placed throughout a building
and on different floors, for unlimited cool, still and sparkling water. In a way that’s cooler than you’ve ever seen.

The new paradigm for the point of use watercooler
systems with single or multiple connections

with 1 push button built-in version,
with one or two push buttons.
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technical room

The heart of

1 - CO² Automatic cylinder change

2 - Control box

3 - GSM Intelly System

4 - Antibacterial UV lamp

5 - Recirculation System

6 - Box Fizz 280

7 - Filtration

8 - CO² Cylinders

This is the heart of BluLink
Where the hi-tech system 
filters, cools and fizzes the 
water and then distributes it 
throughout the circuit.

• Essential design, versatile,
 can be fitted everywhere
• Minimal size and modular design

• Soundproof dispensing point
• Still and sparkling water
• Antibacterial uv light system

• Natural refirigerant gas
• Recyclable materials
• Unlimited water supply

The new star of innovation and design.



Cool , yes we are.

Optionals

Style Bottle Sport BottleInox BottleClick Bottle

www.blupura.com

60 cl.*50 cl.*75 cl.*
50 cl.
25 cl. *

SISTEMA DI GESTIONE
CERTIFICATO

GSM Intelly System CO² automatic cylinder change CO² Cylinder Holder Cup DispenserLitre CounterBooster Tank System

Our design bottles... because we are
“the hospitality specialists”!

By choosing a BLUPURA water cooler you are choosing 
efficiency, service and design. To complement our 
stylish coolers we can also provide you with a stunning 
range of unique-design bottles all of which can be 
personalized to suit your own design ambience. 

* Plain, with Blupura logo or personalized logo.
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